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Abstract

We propose a dataset for event coreference res-001
olution, which is based on random samples002
drawn from multiple sources, languages, and003
countries. Early scholarship on event infor-004
mation collection has not quantified the con-005
tribution of event coreference resolution. We006
prepared and analyzed a representative multi-007
lingual corpus and measured the performance008
and contribution of the state-of-the-art event009
coreference resolution approaches. We found010
that almost half of the event mentions in docu-011
ments co-occur with other event mentions and012
this makes it inevitable to obtain erroneous013
or partial event information. We showed that014
event coreference resolution could help im-015
proving this situation. Our contribution sheds016
light on a challenge that has been overlooked017
or hard to study to date. Future event informa-018
tion collection studies can be designed based019
on the results we present in this report.020

1 Introduction021

Event databases are of great utility in research022

projects in various fields of social sciences. So-023

cial actions of groups and individuals, contentious024

or cooperative interactions between states and soci-025

eties, and among various social groups all manifest026

themselves as events. Thus, event data are cru-027

cial in understanding a wide variety of social and028

political phenomena such as modes of political par-029

ticipation, patterns of migration, and social and030

political conflict. As any type of data that serves as031

a source of scientific variables, completeness and032

reliability of event data have direct bearing on the033

rigor of these studies. Indeed, since many sociolog-034

ical, political scientific, or economic analyses that035

rely on event databases also inform policy, it is ar-036

guable that quality of research has indirect bearing037

on the well-being of citizens in some manner. This038

makes maximizing the quality of event databases039

even a worthier goal.040

Social scientists have long been working on cre-041

ating automated event databases. Conflict and042

Mediation Event Observations (CAMEO) (Gerner 043

et al., 2002), Integrated Data for Events Analy- 044

sis (IDEA) (Bond et al., 2003), and PLOVER1 045

have been the main proposals of event characteriza- 046

tions in social sciences. Semi-automatic (Nardulli 047

et al., 2015) and automated approaches (Leetaru 048

and Schrodt, 2013; Boschee et al., 2013; Schrodt 049

et al., 2014; Sönmez et al., 2016) have been devel- 050

oped by adopting these formalisms. 051

At the same time, the NLP community has 052

achieved some consensus on the treatment of events 053

both in terms of task definition and appropriate 054

techniques for their detection (Pustejovsky et al., 055

2005; Doddington et al., 2004; Song et al., 2015; 056

Getman et al., 2018). However, in order to be use- 057

ful for social scientists, these formalisms, related 058

language resources, and the automated systems that 059

realize them need to be adjusted or extended in rela- 060

tion to certain cases. For instance the details of the 061

event descriptions and sampling of the documents 062

in the datasets that demonstrate application of these 063

formalisms should reflect the richness and nuances 064

of the events as they are reported in various so- 065

cial and political contexts, dialects, and languages. 066

Moreover, the sampling of the documents to be 067

annotated plays a critical role in determining and 068

prioritizing linguistic characteristics that the auto- 069

mated approaches should handle. 070

The results yielded by approaches of both com- 071

munities to date are either not of sufficient quality, 072

require tremendous effort to be replicated with both 073

in- and out-of- distribution data, are immeasurable 074

in terms of quality as there is not any gold standard 075

list of events, or is not comparable to each other 076

(Wang et al., 2016; Ward et al., 2013; Ettinger et al., 077

2017; Plank, 2016; Demarest and Langer, 2018). 078

Any new project for creating an event database 079

in this line still finds itself making design deci- 080

sions such as using only the heading sentences in 081

a news article (Johnson et al., 2016) or not con- 082

1https://github.com/openeventdata/
PLOVER, accessed on October 10, 2021.
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sidering event coreference information (Boschee083

et al., 2013; Tanev et al., 2008) without being able084

to quantify the effect of these decisions on quality085

of the output. Weischedel and Boschee (2018) as-086

sume that event coreference information may not087

be necessary for forecast model creation because088

the number of mentions in the news may already089

be a useful surrogate for some forecasting models.090

However, the same opinion piece was concluded by091

acknowledging the value of the event-event relation092

information. Therefore the effect of incorporating093

event-event information on use cases in social sci-094

ences domain still remains an open issue.095

The event coreference, which is in-document in096

the scope of our study, identification is the least097

studied phenomenon by both NLP and social sci-098

entists. There are still many unknowns, which099

are either overlooked or ignored, about this phe-100

nomenon (Lu and Ng, 2021a). More information101

in this respect will enable the creation of precise102

and complete event databases by decreasing the103

amount of duplication and partiality of event infor-104

mation them (Zavarella et al., 2020). The follow-105

ing are only the first set of questions that should106

be responded in order to proceed in quantifying107

event coreference and improve our methodology108

for event information collection. What is the num-109

ber of events in a news report in average? How110

is the information about an event is spread in a111

document? How information about multiple events112

co-occurs in a report? What is the prevalence of113

the expressions that refer to multiple events? How114

frequently sentences contain information related to115

multiple events? Does occurrence of event coref-116

erence differ across languages? What is the ratio117

of the documents and events that can benefit from118

event coreference resolution in a random sample?119

How do state-of-the-art text processing tools per-120

form on the event coreference task? This report121

provides answers to majority of these questions by122

providing a new event coreference corpus that is123

created by exploiting news articles drawn from vari-124

ous contexts randomly and using a recall-optimized125

active learning approach. We also demonstrate the126

performance of various baseline and state-of-the-127

art approaches to tackle the event coreference reso-128

lution task utilizing this corpus.129

We present related work in Section 2. Next,130

the protest event definition, the methodology we131

applied to create the corpus, and the corpus char-132

acteristics are provided in the Sections 3, 5, and 6.133

The Section 4 describes the conditions that lead us134

to consider events as the same or separate events.135

Our effort for tackling event coreference resolution 136

and the results are demonstrated in the Sections 7 137

and 8. Finally, the Section 9 conclude this report. 138

2 Related work 139

The event coreference resolution task was first in- 140

troduced in the scope of MUC 6 (Grishman and 141

Sundheim, 1996) and MUC 7 (Chinchor, 1998) 142

as a template filling task. Although it was not 143

an explicitly specified task, identifying whether 144

events are coreferent or not was a key component 145

in this task, as it directly affects the number of 146

templates to be filled. Automatic Content Extrac- 147

tion (ACE 2005) dataset (Doddington et al., 2004), 148

ECB (Bejan and Harabagiu, 2008) and its extended 149

version ECB+ (Cybulska and Vossen, 2014), the 150

data released at the relatively recent evaluation cam- 151

paign Knowledge Base Population (KBP) track at 152

Text Analysis Conference (TAC) (Getman et al., 153

2018), OntoNotes (Pradhan et al., 2007), and Rich 154

ERE (Song et al., 2015) are the main datasets that 155

contain explicit annotations for event coreference. 156

Although, many event types are covered in these 157

datasets, the coverage is generic in terms of event 158

types and the focus is on linguistic aspects of event 159

manifestations. The analysis of the nuances and 160

context dependent characteristics such as the preva- 161

lence in a random sample of news of protest events 162

is not in the scope of these datasets 163

Majority of the event coreference corpora con- 164

sists of documents in English. A few of the avail- 165

able datasets are mainly in English and incorporate 166

data in other languages such as Chinese (Dodding- 167

ton et al., 2004; Getman et al., 2018), Catalan (Re- 168

casens et al., 2012), and Spanish (Huang et al., 169

2016; Getman et al., 2018) as well. 2 170

The task event coreference resolution has not 171

been in the scope of the studies of the social scien- 172

tists that work on automated event data collection. 173

The few protest event corpora proposed by Sönmez 174

et al. (2016) and Makarov et al. (2016) do not in- 175

clude event coreference information. Although it is 176

about protest events, work by Huang et al. (2016) 177

focus only on temporal status of the events, which 178

can be past, on-going, and future. 179

We propose the first multilingual corpus for 180

protest event coreference resolution. The other 181

unique features of the corpus are being based on 182

random sampling and active learning and contain- 183

ing news articles that report a single event using 184

a single trigger as well. These features enable us 185

2A detailed survey of the event coreference datasets is
reported by Lu and Ng (2018).
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to understand manifestation of events in a repre-186

sentative text collection, improve the methodology187

for protest event information collection by high-188

lighting the importance of the event coreference in189

real world event information collection studies, and190

development and evaluation of event information191

collection systems.192

3 Protest Event Definition193

We define a protest as “a collective public action by194

a non-governmental actor who expresses criticism195

or dissent and articulates a societal or political de-196

mand” (Rucht et al., 1999) (p. 68), and instances197

or episodes of social conflict, which are based on198

grievances or aspirations to change the social and199

political order. Protest events cover any politically200

motivated collective action which falls outside the201

official mechanisms of political participation asso-202

ciated with formal government institutions of the203

country in which the said action takes place. This204

broad event definition is developed and fleshed out205

on two levels. First we identify three abstract cate-206

gories of collective action, namely, political mobi-207

lizations, social protests, and group confrontations,208

in order to define the broad range of events that209

we focus on. Next, five specific categories of CP210

events are identified as concrete manifestations of211

these three modes of collective action. Demon-212

strations (rallies, marches, sit-ins, slogan shouting,213

gatherings etc.), industrial actions (strikes, slow-214

downs, picket lines, gheraos etc.), group clashes215

(fights, clashes, lynching etc.), armed militancy (at-216

tacks, bombings, assassinations etc.) and electoral217

politics events (election rallies) are the concrete218

types of events our event ontology encompasses.219

We define criteria to which the news stories that220

report protest events must conform in order to be221

classified as protest news articles. The criteria are222

the necessity of civilian actors, and the existence223

of concrete or implied time and place information224

which ascertains that the event(s) the report men-225

tions has definitely taken place. Only reports that226

mention events that took place in the past, or are227

taking place at the time of writing are labeled as228

protest news articles. The references to the future229

(i.e. planned, threatened, announced or expected)230

events are not labeled as protest, with the excep-231

tion of threats of or attempts at violent actions.3232

The comparison of our definition with ACE event233

3Although planned events and protest threats could have
a role in our analysis (Huang et al., 2016), they are neither
relevant in the protest reporting context nor their prevalence,
which is below 0.5% of a random sample according to our
observations, allow their automated analysis.

ontology (Doddington et al., 2004) is provided in 234

Appendix A. 235

Events are annotated for their semantic types as 236

well. The event types are 237

Demonstration A demonstration is a form of po- 238

litical action in which a demand or grievance 239

is raised outside the given institutionalised 240

forms of political participation in a country. 241

Industrial action Industrial actions are events 242

that take place within workplaces or involve 243

the production process in the protest. 244

Group clashes Group clashes are confrontations 245

that stems from politicized conflicts (e.g. iden- 246

tity or economic interest based or ideological 247

conflicts) between social groups 248

Armed militacy Politically motivated violent ac- 249

tions that fall within our event definition are 250

included in this category. 251

Electoral politics These events are rallies, 252

marches or any similar mass mobilizations 253

that are organized within the scope of election 254

campaigns of political parties or leaders. 255

Other Any CPE which does not fit in one of the 256

categories listed above is marked with this tag. 257

4 Event Separation for Coreference 258

Annotation 259

If an event is referred with multiple words in a 260

sentence, these mentions are marked as coreferent. 261

This is the case in Ex1 and Ex2 in Table 1. Corefer- 262

ent event mentions may occur across sentences as 263

well, e.g. Ex3. The news articles may report more 264

than one event and pieces of information about one 265

event might not be applicable to the other event. In 266

this case, we need to distinguish different events 267

within the article and link the arguments to the cor- 268

rect event mentions. This is referred to as event 269

separation and is subject to a number of rules to 270

ensure coherence in annotation. Note that in sep- 271

arating events we need to think of the news text 272

rather than the actual reality that the text recounts. 273

That is to say, we are more interested in the sepa- 274

rate event references in the text than whether the 275

said events are actually separate from each other in 276

real life. As will be clearer in the examples demon- 277

strated in Table 1, sometimes it is not possible to 278

know or show for certain whether separate event 279

references correspond to separate real life events. 280

For instance, there are two separate events in Ex4. 281
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BJP workers’ demonstration is the first event and282

the attack at the train station is the second event (in283

the order in which they appear in the document).284

The separation of event references is based on285

difference in at least one of the following:286

Time Events that occur at different times are sep-287

arated from each other. The time difference288

necessary for separation is 24 hours. Events289

that continue throughout the same day are not290

separated even if they are reported to occur at291

different times of the day.292

Location Events which are reported to take place293

in different locations are separated as different294

events. Locations can be event places or facil-295

ities. An event that has started at some place296

and continued at another, e.g. a march that297

started at a location and proceeded at some-298

where else, is not separated. However, if an299

event is happening simultaneously at multiple300

locations or at multiple locations at different301

times but not in continuum are separated such302

that every location reference count as a sepa-303

rate event. Demonstrations in Bangalore and304

Mysore are annotated as belonging to separate305

events in Ex5, although they share the event306

trigger demonstration.307

Participant or organizer Events which are car-308

ried out by different participants or organiz-309

ers with separate goals and motivations are310

separated. This separation takes place even311

in cases where different protests occur at the312

same time and location. The separation is313

based on event motivations or goals but since314

motivation info is not something that we anno-315

tate and might at times be elusive, we distin-316

guish events based on participants and orga-317

nizers. The most frequent cases which exem-318

plify this situation are that of counter-protests319

where two groups of participants or organizers320

demonstrating against each other and/or with321

conflicting agendas. Note that in cases where322

there are multiple types of participants and/or323

organizers that protest together, the event will324

not be separated.325

Semantic event category Events which occur at326

the same time, place and facility, and orga-327

nized and participated by the same partici-328

pants but have a different semantic category329

are separated as different events. In other330

words, as a result of this, the triggers of each331

event in a document that is separated by its332

respective event number will have only one se- 333

mantic category tag. Although this case is rare, 334

it can be encountered when rallies, marches 335

or other types of demonstrations occur during 336

industrial strikes. 337

Event information can be spread over a docu- 338

ment and occur in a sentence that does not contain 339

the respective event mention. This event informa- 340

tion is not annotated. This is to say only event infor- 341

mation that co-occur with the related event mention 342

in a sentence is annotated. Moreover, there might 343

be event triggers (types or mentions) that are plu- 344

ral such as Ex5, i.e. refer to more than one event 345

that are separated. We have a unique procedure for 346

separating these events. In a nutshell, if an article 347

contains a plural event reference, such as “protests” 348

which refers to e.g. two different events, each of 349

which are reported in the article, that article will 350

have three separate event numbers. This is because, 351

the event reference "protests" is counted as an event 352

reference on its own.4 353

5 Methodology for Corpus Creation 354

A corpus that has the capacity to support creation 355

of automated systems for event information col- 356

lection in the wild must be representative of the 357

event type occurrence in real life (Halterman et al., 358

2021). Therefore, our corpus is based on a ran- 359

domly sampled news articles from online archives 360

of local news sources from India, China, South 361

Africa, Argentine, and Brazil. English data was 362

collected from The Hindu, South China Morning 363

Post (SCMP), New Indian Express, Indian Express, 364

Guardian, and African News Agency journals. The 365

news articles in Portuguese were retrieved from 366

Folha and Estadao. Finally, the Spanish documents 367

were gathered from Clarin, Pagina12, and La Na- 368

cion. The news archives mainly cover the period 369

between 2000 and 2019. Although the majority 370

of the documents are from random samples, we 371

facilitated a high recall active sampling to extend 372

the random samples in cases they do not contain 373

sufficient number of positive samples for modelling 374

protest events. 375

The annotation starts with labelling the articles 376

as containing a protest event or not. Next, the same 377

4The reason for this is that, a plural event mention might
have different arguments from the singular events that it desig-
nates. For instance, in the sentence "The plaza was the scene
of protests for the last two weeks" the reference "protests" has
the time argument "last two weeks". The references to events
that make up these "protests" will have their corresponding
and distinct time arguments elsewhere in the article, as in,
"last week", and "the week before last week".
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Ex1: The students organized a (e1: protest) by (e1: marching) against the payment seat decision.
Ex2: Commenting on the (e1: strike) which was flagged off on Monday, the union secretary stated “(e1:
it) will continue as long as our demands are not met.
Ex3: CPI(M) stages (e1: protest) rally in Bhavnagar. The Bhavnagar unit of communist party of India
CPI(m) on Friday staged a (e1: demonstration) opposite the local post office here.
Ex4: At noon, BJP workers (e1: gathered) in the square and shouted slogans, condemning the failure of
the Union Government in delivering justice to the victims of last year’s terror (e2: attack) at the train
station where armed militants killed 25 people.
Ex5: Karnataka State Government Employees Association organized (e1,2:demonstrations) in Banga-
lore and Mysore yesterday, urging the government not to go ahead with the new retirement scheme.

Table 1: Event coreference examples i) Ex1, Ex2, and Ex3 contain event triggers that express the same event, ii)
The triggers in Ex4 are about separate events, and iii) The trigger in Ex5 denotes events that take place in Bangalore
and Mysore.

procedure is applied on the sentences of the docu-378

ments that are ensured to have protest information379

by applying adjudication, spotcheck, and error cor-380

rection. Both at the document and sentence levels,381

at least one event trigger must occur in the instance382

to qualify for the positive label. The positively383

labeled sentences are annotated at token level for384

event triggers, arguments such as time, place, and385

event actors, and semantic category of these event386

triggers. Finally, the event triggers are connected387

to each other in case they are about the same event.388

Document and sentence level labelling is applied389

on an online tool we have developed in-house. The390

event sentence grouping and token level annota-391

tions are performed utilizing FLAT.5. Annotators392

always see complete documents and any annota-393

tions that are agreed upon from previous level(s).394

We pay particular attention to the quality of the395

annotations. Detailed annotation manuals were pre-396

pared and updated as they are tested against the397

data. Each annotation on an instance at any level398

is performed by two graduate students who are399

studying social or political science and trained on400

the annotation methodology. Moreover, they were401

trained about the socio-political context of the coun-402

try the news articles to be annotated. Therefore,403

if a news article reports on an event that had not404

occurred in the target country, this article is only405

labelled at document and sentence levels. But it is406

not included in the event coreference dataset. The407

English text from India, China, and South Africa408

was annotated by a team of annotators whose na-409

tive language is Turkish and living in Turkey. The410

annotations on Spanish and Portuguese text from411

Argentine and Brazil respectively was prepared by412

a team of annotators whose native language is Por-413

5https://github.com/proycon/flat, accessed
on October 10, 2021.

tuguese and live in Brazil. 414

Disagreements between annotators are adjudi- 415

cated by the annotation supervisor, who is a polit- 416

ical scientist and responsible for maintaining an- 417

notation manuals for each annotation task, such as 418

document labelling, sentence labelling, and token 419

level event annotation. The annotation supervi- 420

sor performs a spotcheck to around 10% of the 421

agreements. Finally, for each task semi-automated 422

quality checks were performed by using the adjudi- 423

cated data for both training and testing a machine 424

learning model. The disagreements between the 425

predictions and annotations were analyzed by the 426

annotation supervisor. The quality enhancement 427

efforts has enabled us to update around 10% of all 428

of the annotations. 429

6 Corpus Characteristics 430

The corpus consists of documents in English (EN), 431

Portuguese (PR), and Spanish (SE), which are rep- 432

resented with 896, 97, and 106 documents respec- 433

tively. The inter-annotator agreement (IAA) was 434

measured using Krippendorf’s alpha (Krippendorff 435

et al., 2016) for the document, sentence, and token 436

level annotations. Table 2 provides the average 437

IAA scores in the rows Document, Sentence, and 438

Token for each language. The columns Time, Trig- 439

ger, Place, Facility, Participant, Organizer, and 440

Target break down the average Token scores. The 441

IAA for event coreference annotation was mea- 442

sured by comparing labels of the annotators with 443

the adjudicated annotations using scorch - a Python 444

implementation of CoNLL-2012 average score for 445

the test data (Pradhan et al., 2014). 6 The scores 446

for EN, PR, and ES are 88.58, 89.72, and 68.64. 447

6https://github.com/LoicGrobol/scorch,
accessed on October 28, 2021.
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English Portuguese Spanish

Document .75 .82 .83
Sentence .65 .72 .79
Token .39 .48 .39

Time .59 .52 .53
Trigger .38 .44 .45
Place .41 .47 .49
Facility .34 .42 .32
Participant .36 .51 .39
Organizer .45 .67 .26
Target .25 .41 .25

Native Turkish Portuguese Portuguese

Table 2: The inter-annotator agreement for document,
sentence, and token levels in terms of Krippendorff’s
alpha. Token level scores are provided for the trigger
and its arguments as well. Finally, the row Native pro-
vides the native language of the annotation teams.

The IAA score for some of the token level anno-448

tations are relatively low. This can be speculated to449

be caused by the native language of the annotators,450

which is provided in the Native column in 2. The451

quality assurance steps that are 100% double anno-452

tation, adjudication of all disagreements, spotcheck453

of the 10% of the annotations agreed on, and semi-454

automated annotation error correction ensure the455

low IAA scores not to affect the utilization of the456

corpus.457

Table 3 demonstrates the number of documents,458

sentences, and event mentions in the rows #docs,459

#sents, and #events for English (EN), Portuguese460

(PR), and Spanish (SE) respectively. Moreover, the461

Table provides information on the amount of event462

information that could be identified precisely under463

the assumptions 1) a document contain information464

about a single event, 2) a sentence contain infor-465

mation about a single event, and 3) information466

about an event is reported in a single sentence. The467

first assumption could capture the information pre-468

sented in #docs1e which shows it holds for 532469

(59.38%), 60 (61.86%), and 68 (64.15%) docu-470

ments. The average number of events in a news471

articles that reports a protest event is two. The sec-472

ond allow 3,255, 320, and 404 out of 3,559, 352,473

and 449 sentences to be processed based on this474

assumption respectively. Around 10% of the sen-475

tences contain mentions of multiple separate events,476

which is around 15% of the total event information.477

The third is valid only for 763 (46%), 86 (47.77%),478

and 82 (44.80%) of the events. Although the docu-479

ments that contain information about a single event480

are more than the ones that contain event informa-481

EN PR SE

#docs 896 97 105
#docs1e 532 60 68

#sents 13,584 1,397 2,669
#esents 3,559 352 449
#sents1e 3,255 320 404

#events 1,651 180 183
#events1sent 763 86 82

Table 3: The number of documents (#docs), sen-
tences (#sents), and events (#events) in English (EN),
Portuguese (PR), and Spanish (SE). Documents and
sentences that contain information about one event
(#docs1e and #sents1e) and events mentioned only in
one sentence (#events1sent) show the prevalence of
event coreference.

EN PR SE

#train 628 67 74
#validation 134 15 16
#test 134 15 16

Positive ratio .58 .59 .53

Table 4: The number of documents in the train, valida-
tion, and test splits for English (EN), Portuguese (PR),
and Spanish (ES). The ratio of the documents that con-
tain events is provided in the row Positive ratio.

tion about multiple events, more than half of the 482

event information occur in documents that contain 483

information about multiple events. 484

Last but not least, the event mentions that refer 485

to more than one event is around 9% across all 486

languages. 487

We have created train, validation, and test splits 488

that has the ratio .70, .15, and .15 respectively in 489

order to facilitate experimentation, benchmarking, 490

and reproduciability. The splits are presented in 491

Table 4. The ratio, which is provided in the row 492

Positive ratio, of the documents that contain events 493

is more or less the same across splits in a language. 494

7 Event Coreference Resolution 495

Methodology 496

We evaluated performance of a state-of-the-art 497

monolingual and multilingual transformer models 498

in an architecture proposed by Yu et al. (2020), 499

which is illustrated in Figure 1, on the corpus. 500

Moreover, we have calculated a dummy baseline 501
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score on the validation and test data. The base-502

line predicts all events as being in the same cluster503

in a document, i.e., maximum cluster prediction504

(MaxC). This baseline is the reflection of assuming505

a document contains information about a single506

event.507

In addition to use the standard threshold, which508

is .50 for predicting coreference relation, we opti-509

mized it by evaluating all values starting from .01510

until .99 by increasing the threshold by .01 as a511

threshold on the validation set for each language.512

Neither the models nor the baseline fully utilize513

the event information that occurs in event mentions514

that refer to multiple events and sentences that con-515

tain event mentions about more than one event. The516

event label that occurs more than other event labels517

assigned to an event mention is the final label of the518

event mention. In case the occurrence frequency of519

the assigned event labels are the same, the one that520

occurs first is used.521

The sentences that contain more than 512 tokens522

are ignored if all event mentions are not in the first523

512 tokens. This was the case in only nine sentence524

pairs in Spanish training data. 7525

8 Results526

The transformer models utilized are SpanBERT (Lu527

and Ng, 2021b)8, RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)9, and528

mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019)10. The training data529

is set as English and validation and test data is the530

respective subsets in each language.11531

Table 5 demonstrates the performance of MaxC,532

SpanBERT, and RoBERTa on the validation and533

test sets. The multilingual modeling is achieved534

using mBERT. All scores are generated using a535

single random seed, which is 44, and measured536

utilizing scorch for the scores in terms of F1, MUC,537

B3, CEAFe, Blanc, and CoNLL 2012. The CoNLL538

2012 score is used for comparing the systems as it539

is the average of MUC, B3, and CEAFe as each of540

the three metrics represents a different aspects of541

7The models we have created can be found on https:
//www.dropbox.com/sh/7j2j3f06kbn5ziv/
AACVvvoFe5HH52PSKWTLph2Oa?dl=0

8https://huggingface.co/SpanBERT/
spanbert-base-cased, accessed on November
15, 2021.

9https://huggingface.co/roberta-base, ac-
cessed on November 15, 2021.

10https://huggingface.co/
bert-base-multilingual-uncased, accessed
on November 15, 2021.

11Although they are not used to train the models for Por-
tuguese and Spanish, the splits are provided for all languages
as we believe these splits are critical for benchmarking pur-
poses.

the performance (Pradhan et al., 2012) 542

Although, RoBERTa has obtained the best 543

CoNLL 2012 score, which is 82.82, on the En- 544

glish test set, the results of SpanBERT are compa- 545

rable. The threshold optimization does not help 546

any of these two models. The performance of 547

mBERTEN,EN that is trained and validated on the re- 548

spective splits of the English data is slightly higher 549

than SpanBERT and RoBERTa. The mBERT mod- 550

els that are trained on English data and validated 551

and tested on respective splits of Portuguese and 552

Spanish data is reported in the rows mBERTEN,PR 553

and mBERTEN,ES respectively. mBERTEN,PR out- 554

performs the baseline by obtaining 81.76 CoNLL 555

2012 score. However, threshold optimization on 556

validation set does not improve performance on 557

test data. Finally, the performance of mBERTEN,ES 558

remain below the baseline even after threshold op- 559

timization. 560

9 Conclusion 561

We have explored the prevalence of event coref- 562

erence in a random sample of news articles col- 563

lected from multiple sources, languages, and coun- 564

tries. We have found that the news articles contain 565

two events in average and state-of-the-art trans- 566

former models can improve determination of sepa- 567

rate events in most of the evaluation scenarios. 568

We aim at tackling multilingual event corefer- 569

ence resolution by first testing and improving the 570

work reported by Phung et al. (2021) Awasthy et al. 571

(2021), and Tan et al. (2021) on our dataset. 572
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Transformer

CLS SEPt1 t2 tn SEPt1 t2 tm

sentence i sentence j

eventi
trigger
tokens

eventj
trigger 
tokens

si
t sj

t

si
t sj

t si
t ◦ sj

t

NN

coreference probability

Figure 1: The architecture that was proposed by Yu et al. (2020). The sentence pairs are fed to the transformer
model to get token embeddings. To obtain the final trigger vector for a given event mention, the point-wise average
of tokens, which are part of the trigger span, of the sentence is calculated, to have fixed size event representations.
These tokens might come from different words or as subtokens of a single word. Lastly, the trigger vectors are
concatenated with their point-wise multiplication to compose the final representation of trigger pairs in sentences
i and j. The final representation is fed into a two-layer multi layer perceptron (MLP) that yields the probability of
being coreferent for a given trigger pair.

thres Validation Test
F1 MUC B3 CEAFe Blanc CoNLL F1 MUC B3 CEAFe Blanc CoNLL

MaxCEN - 73.48 90.64 82.64 60.57 86.62 77.95 72.80 91.75 82.76 62.79 86.41 79.10

SpanBERT .50 79.94 89.86 83.75 68.52 86.13 80.71 80.06 91.11 84.20 71.42 85.84 82.24
.53 79.71 90.00 83.93 69.43 86.07 81.12 79.95 90.90 84.13 71.49 85.96 82.18

RoBERTa .50 80.83 91.07 84.12 65.99 87.17 80.39 81.33 93.04 85.21 70.20 88.13 82.82
.54 81.00 91.28 84.15 66.44 86.98 80.62 81.52 92.94 85.03 69.87 87.99 82.61

mBERTEN,EN
.50 77.73 90.51 83.27 65.19 85.92 79.66 80.38 92.14 84.63 70.05 86.91 82.27
.87 76.32 89.89 82.95 66.62 85.06 79.82 79.60 91.44 84.74 71.44 85.85 82.54

MaxCPR - 74.27 93.80 85.38 72.57 86.17 83.92 72.07 89.07 79.24 58.21 84.95 75.51

mBERTEN,PR
.50 78.69 94.64 86.35 75.88 86.36 85.62 77.23 92.03 84.59 68.66 87.04 81.76
.56 78.93 94.64 86.35 75.88 86.36 85.62 77.23 92.03 84.59 68.66 87.04 81.76

MaxCES - 68.92 89.41 74.93 45.37 82.63 69.89 66.86 91.78 79.39 58.85 81.95 76.67

mBERTEN,ES
.50 73.55 90.47 77.41 50.91 83.72 72.93 67.38 90.27 77.50 54.81 79.78 74.20
.97 73.86 89.99 78.74 52.23 80.78 73.65 64.44 88.73 76.32 54.13 78.63 73.06

Table 5: Baseline and transformer model performances for event coreference resolution on our corpus. MaxC is
the baseline calculated by assuming all event mentions in a document refer to the same event. SpanBERT and
RoBERTa are trained and tested using respective splits of the English data. mBERT is trained using the English
training data and validated and tested on the target language, which is Portuguese for mBERTEN,PR and Spanish
for mBERTEN,ES. The thres column is the probability threshold for determining whether two event mentions are
coreferent.
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A Comparison of our Protest Event813

Definition with ACE Event Ontology814

The ATTACK and DEMONSTRATE categories815

in the CONFLICT heading of the ACE English816

Annotation Guidelines for Events coding manual817

(Doddington et al., 2004)12, have commonalities818

with our event ontology, however, they are not ap-819

plicable in the latter setting due to fundamental820

differences between how events are defined in the821

two annotation schemes. ACE annotation princi-822

ples define events as any “specific occurrence in-823

volving participants. An event is something that824

happens” (p.5). This abstracts the actors from the825

definition, making event type and sub-type defi-826

nitions neutral in terms of actors. Namely, ACE827

event type labels are employed based solely on the828

nature of the occurrences -“acts” in relevant types-829

regardless of the nature of participants. On the830

other hand, our event ontology focuses on CPEs,831

which, by their nature, involve a particular type832

of actor from the outset, namely, civilian, that is833

non-state actors. In this respect, the ATTACK event834

type, which is defined as any “violent physical act835

causing harm or damage” (p.33) in ACE event cod-836

ing rules, is not applicable in CPE coding as it837

includes state actions, such as international wars838

and military actions against non-state actors. In839

other words, despite many event examples of the840

ATTACK type enumerated in ACE manual, such as841

“attack”, “clash”, “bomb”, “explode”, overlap with842

our event definition, they will be excluded from843

the latter when their authors are state actors due to844

their different, non-contentious politics nature.845

The second similar event type category in846

ACE event annotation guidelines is the DEMON-847

STRATE category. It is defined as including events848

that occur “whenever a large number of people849

come together in a public area to protest or demand850

some sort of official action” (p.34). This definition851

is better aligned with the CPE ontology we define852

due to the fact that it designates actions of social853

and/or political actors that are non-state. However,854

this definition, in itself, is too restrictive to be ap-855

plicable in terms of a broad understanding of con-856

tentious politics for two reasons. First, as it seems857

to limit the scope of this event type to spontaneous858

(that is unorganized) gatherings of people, it ex-859

cludes certain actions of political and/or grassroots860

organizations such as political parties and NGOs.861

12https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
sites/www.ldc.upenn.edu/files/
english-events-guidelines-v5.4.3.pdf,
accessed on October 10, 2021

Protest actions of such organizations sometimes do 862

not involve mass participation despite aiming at 863

challenging authorities, raising their political agen- 864

das or issuing certain demands. Putting up posters, 865

distributing brochures, holding press declarations 866

in public spaces are examples of such protest events. 867

Secondly, the requirement of mass participation in 868

a public area leaves many protest actions such as 869

on-line mass petitions and boycotts, which are not 870

necessarily tied to specific locations where people 871

actually gather, and actions of individuals or small 872

groups such as hunger strikes and self-immolation. 873

Due to the fundamental incompatibilities detailed 874

above, we opted to develop a specific event ontol- 875

ogy and annotation guidelines13 that are different 876

from event definitions in ACE guidelines. 877

B Reproduciability notes 878

The following libraries were utilized to conduct the 879

experiments: python == 3.8.10, torch == 1.9.0, py- 880

torch_lightning == 1.3.8, and transformers == 4.8.2 881

882

The following hyperparameters are optimized: 883

Threshold The probability of being coreferent for 884

two event mentions are tested from .01 to .99 885

by incrementally increasing the threshold by 886

.01. 887

Learning Rate Each model was trained using the 888

learning rate of 5-e6 which was searched in 889

{1-e5, 5-e5, 1-e6, 5-e6, 1-e7}. 890

AdamW Eps We used AdamW optimizer for our 891

models. Eps value for our optimizer was se- 892

lected as 1-e6 which was searched in {1-e6, 893

1-e7, 1-e8} 894

Hidden Unit Each model used used identical clas- 895

sifier heads which was a two-layer MLP. 896

128 was the selected hidden unit which was 897

searched in 32, 64, 128, 256. 898

We have used fixed parameters for each model. 899

900

The number of epochs needed for each model to 901

be trained is 2 to get shared baseline results. The 902

average run-time for an epoch is 10 minutes. 903

904

All experiments were performed on the same 905

machine with 10 Intel i9-10900X CPUs, and 2 906

NVIDIA RTX 2080 (8 GB) GPUs. We did not 907

perform distributed training among the GPUs. Full 908

13The detailed guidelines will be provided either as supple-
mentary material or upon acceptance of the paper.
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memory of a single GPU was enough to perform909

each experiment.910
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